
JACKSON ENERGY AUTHORITY

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING RATE--SCHEDULE EVC

Availability

This rate shall exclusively apply to separately metered charging stations for electric vehicles 

where the charging station’s demand is greater than 50 kW but not more than 5,000 kW.

All customers participating under this rate schedule shall agree to a full requirements service from 

the Distributor. In addition, customers must agree that the sole use of the electric service is for the 

purpose of charging electric vehicles used for transportation purposes only.

Unless otherwise provided for in a written agreement between TVA and the distributor providing 

service under this rate schedule, for customers served under this rate schedule, the customer’s “meter-

reading time” shall be 0000 hours CST or CDT, whichever is currently effective, on the first day of the 

calendar month following the month for which a bill under this rate schedule is being calculated.

Character of Service

Alternating current, single-phase, 60 hertz.  Power shall be delivered at a service voltage

available in the vicinity or agreed to by Jackson Energy Authority.

Base Charges

Customer Charge: $100 per delivery point per month

Energy Charge: Std Rate FCA Total Rate

All kWH $0.20572 + $0.02493 = $0.23065 per kWh

Adjustment

The base energy charges shall be increased or decreased in accordance with the current 

Adjustment Addendum published by TVA.

Minimum Bill

The base customer charge constitutes the minimum monthly bill for all customers served under 

this rate schedule except those customers for which a higher minimum monthly bill is required under 

Distributor's standard policy because of special circumstances affecting Distributor's cost of rendering 

service.

Contract Requirement

Distributor may require contracts for service provided under this rate schedule and such contracts 

shall be for an initial term of at least 1 year. Customers whose demand requirements exceed 1,000 kW 

shall be required to execute contracts and such contracts shall be for an initial term of at least 1 year. The 

customer shall contract for its maximum requirements, which shall not exceed the amount of power 
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capable of being used by customer, and Distributor shall not be obligated to supply power in greater 

amount at any time than the customer's currently effective contract demand. The customer is prohibited 

from using any power other than that supplied by Distributor under this rate schedule. The contract may

include other special provisions. The rate schedule in any power contract shall be subject to adjustment, 

modification, change, or replacement from time to time as provided under the power contract between 

Distributor and TVA.

After having received service for at least 1 year under this rate schedule, the customer, subject to

90 days prior written notice and appropriate amendments in its power contract with Distributor, may 

receive service under the General Power Rate--Schedule GSA. In such case the term of the power 

contract shall remain the same and the contract demand for service under the General Power Rate--

Schedule GSA shall not be less than the contract demand in effect when service was taken under this 

rate schedule.

Payment

Bills under this rate schedule will be rendered monthly. Any amount of the bill that is unpaid after 

the due date specified on bill may be subject to additional charges under Distributor's standard policy.

Single-Point Delivery

The charges under this rate schedule are based upon the supply of service through a single 

delivery and metering point, and at a single voltage. If service is supplied to the same customer through 

more than one point of delivery or at different voltages, the supply of service at each delivery and 

metering point and at each different voltage shall be separately metered and billed.

______________________________

Service is subject to Rules and Regulations of Jackson Energy Authority. 


